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“Classical” surveys: wide-field instruments 



Searching for transient events: fast slewing 
instruments 

Novae 
Supernovae 

Gamma-Ray Bursts 
… 



Time domain astronomy: frequent sky 
monitoring 

TODAY 

Palomar Transient factory 
Catalina Sky Survey 

La Silla Quest 
PanSTARRS 
SkyMapper 

… 

THE FUTURE 

Large Synoptic Sky Telescope 
Square Kilometer Array 

… 



SNe as GW sources 

Core collapse supernovae (SNe) are transient events related to the death of massive 
stars. They can be sources of gravitational waves (GW). Typically, SNe reach their peak 
of brightness in the optical on a timescale of days-weeks after the explosion. It is difficult 

to derive with precision the time (T0) of the SN explosion.    



SNe & shock breakouts 



SNe & shock breakouts 



SNe & shock breakouts 



SBO: examples 

The shock breakout marks the time of the supernova (and GW) onset 

Only a few SBO detection reported so far 



•  Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) 

–  15-150 keV 

–  FOV: 2 steradiants  

–  Centroid accuracy: 1’ - 4’ 

•  X-Ray Telescope (XRT) 

–  0.2-10.0 keV 

–  FOV: 23’ x 23’ 

–  Centroid accuracy: 5” 

•  UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT) 

–  30 cm telescope  

–  6 filters (170 nm – 600 nm) 

–  FOV: 17’ x  17’ 

–  24th mag sensitivity (1000 sec) 

–  Centroid accuracy: 0.5” 
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Gehrels et al. 2004 



A time-domain astronomy experiment: 
monitoring of nearby galaxies with Swift 

The project goal is to catch a SBO by monitoring nearby galaxies that are site 
of an intense production of SNe. 

Sample selection criteria: 

-  at least 3 observed SNe in the past 20 years 

-  distance < 50 Mpc (within the a-LIGO/a-Virgo Universe horizon) 

-  angular size small enough to fit the XRT and UVOT field of view  
(XRT: 23’x23’: 0.12 deg2; UVOT: 17’x17’: 0.08 deg2)  



UV X-rays 



•  ~ 6 months once a week (2 ks each) 

•  search for type II SN SBO (supergiant progenitor)  

•  probability 15.9% (9.3-27.0% 90%c.l.). 

•  search for type Ibc SBO (Wolf-Rayet progenitor) 

•  probability 0.03% (0.01-0.05% 90%c.l.) 

Swift/XRT and UVOT monitoring 



Methods 

X-rays: few sources.  
Detection and light curve study 

UV: many sources.  
Image subtraction 

epoch 1 epoch 2 

subtraction: a variable source would leave a residual 



Results 

the X-ray variable Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) of NGC 4303 



Results 

the UV outburst of the dwarf nova CP Draconis in the field of 
view of NGC 3147  



Results 



Results 

An uncatalogued variable UV source (eclipsing binary?) in the 
field of view of NGC 2770 



Results: summary 

- the 2 X-ray variable active nuclei (AGNs) of NGC 4303 and NGC 3147 

-  a variable X-ray source within the light of NGC 1084 (probable background/high-
redshift AGN) 

-  a variable X-ray source in NGC 3690 (probable unresolved ULXs) 

-  a variable (X-ray/UV) AGN in the field of view of NGC 4303 

-  a variable (X-ray/UV) AGN in the field of view of NGC 3147 

-  an outburst (UV) from the catalogued Galactiv nova CP Draconis (field of view of NGC 
3147) 

-  a variable (UV) uncatalogued source (eclipsing binary?) in the field of view of NGC 
2770   

Our procedure for transient search seems to work properly 



Conclusions 

•  SBOs exist and  have been observed on a few 
occasions 

•  Precise timestamp of SN explosion (within < few hr) 

•  Targeted Swift search provided negative (but 
encouraging) results  



Perspectives for GW searches 

SBO marks the onset (T0) of a SN explosion. A precise estimate of such  T0 
can trigger the search for GW signatures in recorded data, which are 

continuously collected by the GW detectors when they are in science mode, 
by providing the time window where to search for the GW signal.  



Singer et al.  
(2014) 

huge (100 deg2)  
search area 

Strategy: observe only galaxies with D < 200 Mpc within the search area 
(Singer et al. 2014; Evans et al. 2015; Cowperthwaite & Berger 2015) 

EM counterparts follow-up campaigns will have to face very large search regions (100 
deg^2). The proposed strategy implies targeted search focused on nearby (< 200 Mpc) 

galaxies inside the search areas. 

A database of reference frames for those nearby galaxies will be of fundamental 
importance for a quick, effective search for variable sources (e.g. through image 

subtraction techniques).  

Perspectives for GW searches 

Details in: Andreoni et al., A&A submitted 


